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Reduce Risk and Speed Availability

Optimize investments with Implementation 
and Integration Services
To maximize the value of IT infrastructure investments, 
businesses can utilize Implementation and Integration 
services to ensure that deployed solutions align with strategic 
objectives, streamline operations, and enhance efficiency. This 
involves seamlessly integrating new technologies, products, 
or solutions into existing infrastructure to ensure smooth 
transitions. Furthermore, expert guidance is employed to 
capitalize on opportunities for optimization and innovation.

Unlocking Potential: The Power of Expert 
Knowledge Extending Your Team 
Hitachi Vantara implementation and Integration services 
encompass a strategic methodology, precise execution, 
and unwavering support, enabling organizations to unlock 
the maximum returns on their investments. Our offerings 
transcend mere hardware and software integration, 
encompassing professional expertise in designing, building, 
and operating infrastructure and workloads across private and 
public clouds. Moreover, we facilitate the transfer of essential 
skills to empower your IT staff to excel in administration and 
operations. 

Whether opting for onsite expertise or centralized delivery for 
cost-effectiveness, our solutions cater to diverse needs and 
preferences, ensuring optimal outcomes for your organization. 
By engaging in Implementation and Integration services, 
organizations can realize the full potential of their technology 
investments, driving efficiency, agility, and innovation.

Key Services That Bring Out the Best 
Performance
Streamlined Implementation Services: Develop an 
optimal solution design and plan to reduce complexity, 
enhance performance, and ensure scalability. Expedite the 
cost-effective deployment of tailored infrastructure while 
streamlining service delivery through technical oversight. 
Benefit from expert support to mitigate deployment 
complexities and facilitate seamless knowledge transfer to 
enhance staff expertise.

Key Services That Bring Out 
the Best Performance

	● Streamlined Implementation Services

	● Expert Integration Capabilities 

	● Any-to-Any Migration Services

	● Technical Oversight

	● Efficient Service Delivery
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About Hitachi Vantara
Hitachi Vantara is transforming the way data fuels innovation. A 
wholly owned subsidiary of Hitachi Ltd., we’re the data foundation 
the world’s leading innovators rely on. Through data storage, 
infrastructure systems, cloud management and digital expertise, 
we build the foundation for sustainable business growth.  

Expert Integration Capabilities: Efficient storage 
management, seamless operations, and optimal performance 
depend on the tight integration of storage arrays with 
key IT infrastructure components. We ensure seamless 
integration with essential elements such as SAN and server 
infrastructure, virtualization platforms, backup and disaster 
recovery solutions, cloud services, and monitoring and 
management tools.

Any-to-Any Migration Services: Experience seamless 
transitions, heightened efficiency, and minimized downtime 
with our Migration Services. We shield your business from 
costly project overruns, missed deadlines, and budget 
overruns. Ensure uninterrupted business continuity 
through proven migration methodologies and workflows 
while mitigating risks by understanding the upfront costs, 
implications, and timelines. Enjoy tailored migration 
solutions crafted to meet your unique requirements across 
heterogeneous environments.

Technical Oversight: Through seamless integration of 
industry-leading project management methodologies with 
strategic planning and execution, we ensure the timely 
implementation and migration of IT initiatives within budget 
constraints and to the highest quality standards. Prioritizing 
collaborative engagement and comprehensive knowledge 
transfer to your IT staff, our approach empowers organizations 
to unlock the full value of their investment rapidly and 
confidently.

Efficient Service Delivery: We highly advocate leveraging 
services that integrate onsite expertise with the cost-effective 
advantages of central delivery. This blended delivery model 
ensures access to specialized skills onsite and capitalizes on 

efficiency and economies of scale. By combining the strengths 
of both approaches, organizations can optimize resource 
allocation, minimize overhead costs, and maximize the overall 
return on investment.

Implementation and Integration Services 
Portfolio
Migration Services: Discover, strategize and execute the 
perfect migration plan using proven methodologies and smart 
workflows tuned to your needs.

Storage Starter Pack: Fast-track storage deployment, with 
a solid configuration and critical knowledge transfer for 
streamlined storage operations. .

Storage Implementation Service: Maximize your investment 
with expert integration, optimizing performance, scalability and 
data management for Hitachi Storage.

SAN Implementation Service: Expertly deploy a resilient SAN 
solution through careful planning, proper configuration and 
rigorous testing, tailored to your needs.

Decades of Experience Unlocking 
Efficiency and Innovation
Hitachi Vantara’s Implementation and Integration services offer 
streamlined deployment, expert integration, and effortless 
migrations. By partnering with us, organizations can achieve 
added returns on their investments, driving efficiency, agility, 
and innovation. With our precise execution and unwavering 
support, organizations can confidently navigate technology 
adoption, optimize operations, and unlock the full potential of 
their technology investments. Contact us today to get started. 

Learn more about how Hitachi 
Vantara Professional Services  
can help your business. 
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